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of our earth, now well known to geologists,' when none of these organized beings as

yet existed, and when, nevertheless, the material constitution of our globe, and the

physical forces acting upon it, were essentially the same as they are now,2 shows that

these influences are insufficient to call into existence any living being.

Physicists know, indeed, these physical agents more accurately than the naturalists,

who ascribe to them the origin of organized beings; let us then ask them, whether

the nature of these agents is not specific, whether their mode of action is not spe
cific? They will all answer, that they are. Let its further inquire of them, what

evidence there is, in tile present state of our knowledge, that. at any time these

physical agents have produced any thing they no longer do produce, and what prob.

ability there is that they may ever have produced any organized being? If I am

not greatly mistaken, the masters in that department of science will, one and all,

answer, none whatever.

But the character of the connections between organized being and the physical
conditions under which they live is such as to display thought ; these connections

are therefore to be considered as established, determined, and regulated by a thinking

being. They must have been fixed for each species at. its beginning, while the fact

of their permanency through successive generations' is further evidence that with

their natural relations to the surrounding world were also determined the relations

of individuals to one another,', their generic as well as their family relations, and

every higher grade of affinity," showing, therefore, not only thought, in reference to

the physical conditions of existence, but such comprehensive thoughts as would

embrace simultaneously every characteristic of each species.

Every fact relating to the geograplikal distribution of animals and plants might
be alluded to in confirmation of this argtunent, but especially the character of every

ings, and their relations to one another and to the
world in which they live, exhibit thought, and can
therefore be referred only to the immi'ilinte action
of a thinking being, even thought the manner in
wbkii they were called into existence renutins for
the present a mystery.

Few geologists only may now be inclined to
believe that the lowest strain known to contain f'os-

are not tile lowest clt.iwssts furmiwil silltw tile
existence of organized beings iijHflI earth. But even
those who would asswne that still lower foshhiti'rotis
beds may yet be discovered, or nm" have entirely
disappeared by the influence oI" 1.1 ainutie it.,
(POwELL'S Essays, etc., p. 42.1,) nuisi nt.knuwli".lgu
the fliet that everywhere in the lowest rocks known




to contain fossils at all, there is a variety of them

found together. (See Sect. 7.) Moreover, the siWi

hirity in the character of' hit' olilust fossils found in

dihl'crcnt parts of the world, goes fir, in my opifl
bin, to prove that we actually do know the earliest

type..; of the animal kingiloni which have illf"Ibifell
our globe. This coni1nsion seems hilly SushiIiIIt"'l by

tile filet that we unit everywhere below ibis ui.lcSt

set or fissilifl'rnuts beds, oilier str.ilitiii II' in

which no trace iii' organize.! beings cmi be uund.
2 below, Sect. 21.
a See, below, 16.

hi-low, Sct't. 15.
See, Wow, Sect. 17.
See, below, Sect. 6.
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